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IN THE FALL OF 1882 MRS.
Mary Dodge Woodward, a widow
56 years of age, moved from the
village of Kingston, Wis., to a
farm in Dakota
territory e i g h t
miles from Fargo, Twenty - five
years earlier she
had mad e the
long journey from
Vermont to Wisconsin with her
husband, father
and two or three
s m a 11 children.
Her husband had
died, and after a
few ye a rs of
widow ho o d it
was her fate to
move again into
a new country and take up life
under new and strange conditions.

* * *

THIS RESIDENT OF DAKOTA
came of good stock. Her father
was a celebrated Baptist preacher.
One of her ancestors was Stephen
Hopkins, one of the Mayflower
Pilgrims. A cousin of the greatuncle with whom she lived during
her orphaned childhood was Henry
Dodge, first territorial governor of
Wisconsin. A cousin, Daniel Dodge,
a man of considerable means,
owned 1,500 acres of land in Cass
county, Dakota, and, as it was not
being successfully managed, he offered the position of manager to
Walter, Mrs. Woodward's son. The
offer was accepted, and Walter,
\with his mother, his 18-year-old
brother, Fred and sister, Katie,
moved in October, 1882, to the
Dodge farm which was one of the
smaller of the bonanza farms of
which little more than the names
now remain;

*

*

*

LIFE ON ·THE PRAIRIE WAS
a new experience for Mary Woodward. For her it was not the pio1neer life of the homesteader, but
it was pioneering, nevertheless. She
had come from a country of rolling hills and forests to a treeless
plain, from the restfulness and
graciousness of a settled home to
an atmosphere of frenzied effort
for the growing of wheat and more
wheat, to the exclusion of everything else. It was a difficult experience for a woman of her age, but
she set herself to her new tasks
bravely and cheerfully. Many others have done as she did, but she
was one of the few to set down her
thought day by day in words. During the six years of her life on the
Dakota farm she kept a diary in
which she recorded not only the
facts of her daily life, but her own
thoughts and impressions. The
diary was kept without any thought
that its contents would ever be
published, and in the privacy of its
pages she gave expression to the
changing moods of happiness and
loneliness, of alternate shrinkage
from the bleakness of the prairie

l

in its sterner aspects and admiratin of its beauty when decked in
its summer garb.

*

* *

D UR IN G THE HALF-CENtury that has passed that diary
has been read by the writer's children and her children's children.
The public is now permitted a
glimpse at its contents in a book
entitled "The Checkered Years,"
published by The Canton Press.
The selections have been made by
Mrs. Woodward's granddaughter,
Mary Boynton Cowdry, who also
supplies sufficient biographical material to make the story intelligible.

* * *

THE DIARY PRESENTS AN
intimate picture of Dakota farm
life in the eighties which will be
easily recognized by those who
have experienced that life, and
which must convey the impression
of truthfulness to those who have
only heard or read of it. Written
solely as an outlet for the writer's
own thoughts, the record is simple
and natural, dealing with the
homely incidents of daily life,
without thought of literary effect.
We are told of the great blizzards
that swept the plains in winter, of
the beauty of spring flowers and
summer wild roses; of the anxiety
with which a setting hen was
watched, and of the tragedy of
having the setting smashed when
the bottom fell out of the box that
contained them. We are told of the
refusal of the dog Jack to accept
other ownership, of his return
from captivity with the remains of
a gnawed rope around his neck
and his disappearance until danger of capture was over, of the tragio end of Roxy, the female dog
who had been the family's friend
and companion for years, and who
was gored by a cow jealous of her
watching the cow's calf. There are
sketches of dust storms, of harvest
scenes, of the busy days of the
threshing season, of cherished
flowers being frozen and of young
tomato plans whipped to tatters by
the wind.

*

* *

*

*

ALL THESE ARE GIVEN IN
excellent English, for the writer
was a cultured woman, and the
family had been well reared. Oasual mention is made from time of
books and magazines that were being read. The bookshelves contained several cyclopedias, and there
were books by Scott, Eugene Sue,
Dickens, Charles Reade, and other
prose writers. Among the magazines were Harper's, Scribners and
Leslies. And the entries in the
diary and interspersed with quotations from many of the best poets and with many original little
verses from the writer's own pen.

*

NO SATISFACTORY IDEA OF
the book can be obtained without
reading it, but tomorrow I shall
give a few excerpts from its pages
just to indicate its quality.
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~ -rile Cbeolren4 y - , n ,.
coll..,.._ of ucerpta from
4lar, of lllarJ'
Do d Ire Wood·
ward, written
durlnlf her •lz
yearr/
rNldence
on the Dodge
farm, near Fargo,
In the elghtiu.
Tou¥ I am pvIng aome aelect1on1 from the
book Itself, which

Be llad pu11t4 ttathem In
tbe or tJle buaY, and they
oame IUldd1q Into the yard.•
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* *

AND HERE ARE SOMJl KIS-

cellaneo1111 l ~ :
"Walter brousht a load of barbed wire which la to be atretched
around the puture. I cannot bear
to think of my lovely prairie beIns encloNd by the ugly-looking

atutt."

"We now have 12 in the family
(July) I bake eight or nine loavu
of bread every other day; buldee
will llluatrate the warm blaculta for supper often, and
wrtter'• ldmple, plea for dlnn-plea or puddings.
natural style, and Some de.ya I set very tired and
her cheerful phll- have to lie down to rest, which I
oaophy, and which never uaed to do."
.Lla'flN
set forth atrlk- "Our family has increased until
lngly aome of the condlUou ot there are 82 ••• We have a man
farm life In the early daya.
cook and he baa taken 16 men at
* * *
his table out there • • • The yard la
ON JANUARY 1, 118', TBJC full of threshers ••• It loolul very
diarist wrote:
queer Indeed to •ee an engine run"The temperature la IO degr- ntns around the yard with no
below sero at a .A. M., which Ill horau attached to it. They whlatle
too cold to work and almost too and toot and frighten the chickens
cold to live. But the •un nearly al- and IIOJDe ot the horsea."
waya ahlnea In Dakota, and al- ''The new cook a:,a. he hU oookthoush the days are oo1d they are ed In Germany, on ocean ateamera,
not gloomy. The big coal atove In plnerlea, and at summer reaorts
booma night and day and we can- and hotels. He came to ua from
not suffer in the house; however, It the Gay Cook Hou.. In Jlargo. He
la really not sate to be out of doors. la fat and lazy and pta mad and
Walter troze a •pot on hla cheek acolda 1111.
while he and Fred were getting
"The boya flnlahed the fence.
our manure. We are all frostbitten There ill a neat gate painted white,
even to Rm<y the doar and Bjone, which looks homelike; but aomethe eat.
how I feel •hut In aince they have
"No mortal could paint auch put ao many fencu on the place. I
beautiful dealgna u adorn my like the open prairie best. We still
ktlchen windows, and when the have It on the east where there la
ev8'lin&' •un. «-dins, aeta the nothing to obstruct tbe view besky on fire with rednesa, they re- tween the timber on the aheyenne
aemble white lamp-ah&dea over a and us."
bright light.•
"Yesterday a hen hawk awooped
* *
down and picked up a large-sized
MARCH 1S, 1881i. - "TWENTY aprlng rooster. The hawk rose up
degr- below zero. There wu an a little way when Jack aaw It and
eolipae ot the aun at noon, and I flew to the reacue. It dropped the
could acaroely to cet dinner. rooster and Jack jumped hlsh In
My rose prantum chllled for the the air and pureued the hawk a
first time thla winter. It meuured long way. He coea with me to hunt
40 lnchea from the aoll to the top. egga. Today when we went to the
moat leaf and wu a regular tree barn, be stuck hla nose In a hole
In form. I loved it. The Ink jug, In the atraw, and there, sure
blulnlf bottle, and other thlnp In enough, was a neat ot eggs. He la
the pantry froze aoijcL H
the amarteat dos I ever RW,
though · tor fine aenalbllltlea Roxy
WALTER HAD BOUGHT SOME is aa far ahead of him as any fewood from an Engllahman or a male la ahead of a male."
Mennonite, wllo ottered "hoak, "Fred I• working with two ~
balder, haah and hellum." The horses. He never whlpa them. He
wood baa been cut :fl'Olll tJie llllel:· la much inwe pat:lent with a tum
enne, wlll.leh Mrs. Woodwul dia .. Waltar. Of courn he tella
thought a crime where there were them what he thlnlta of them, and
ao few treea. She aprlnkled the butt all that, but he doean't like to aee
ot a tree to whlcll mou adhered, a team &bllllecL"
"and a minlatur. foreat grew up.
*
It la beautiful." All through the
POOR ROXY WAS GORED TO
book there are entrl• Indicating death by a cow. Her bereaved ownher love of green, growing thlnlfa. er wrote:
* * *
''I alept very little laat night, for
ON
ao THlllUll WAS I oould not keep poor B,sy out of
halL Kignotte )11,.Dt.e that 1114 been iar mind. What a terrible ending
broupt from ~ ,.._ wlllpped ti> llff life! I have had her aleep by
to llhreda.
me alnce Katie went away. 1-t
"The hallatonea were aa large u night I Imagined I heard the pa:t-

*

* * *

* *

MA-.

thlnlfa! I

WIii

fristi

of my wita. The peonlea that I
brought from home were budded
for the flrat time, but they were
cut off, tough though they be.
Our wheat, that looked ao Wt'ffn,
has clia&ppeared and the flelda are
bare. Walter aaya the wheat la only
beaten Into the sround and will
come up again.•

* *

*

IT WASN'T ALWAYS COLD OR
atormy, Under date of June 19,
1887, we read:
''The rose• are In bloom all over
the yard, peeplns out of the grus
In the moat faaclnatlnlf way, There
la a anow-whlte bloaaom which
loolul like a ayrlnga that makee an
attraotlye bouquet when combined
with roeea and the lovely gruaea.
· One of thue loolul like pampaa
gr&88, only that It la amaller, I cannot go to the garden without gat.berlns a noaegay, for one feel• so
free to pther, without stint, wild
flowers on the prairie where they
grow ao plentifully without cultlvatlon. My peonlea are beautiful with
10 blooma on the old-fashioned red
one and 30 on the rose and the
I white. Walter brought aome very
hand.eome dalalu, red centera and

that beast to toa ber to death.
Sbe Ilea In her bolt In the too)..

house, covered with Ile blanket.
Jack teased me all the evening to
bflns her In. He would wait at the
door, and, aa soon aa It wu opened, he would hurry out to where
aha lay. He ata.yed there beside her
all night.
"Walter and ll'red dus a ir,.,.ve
out by the sranary and burled
poor ~ • , , I •hould be glad Ille
were gone If llhe llad not met such
a terrible end. I have looked after
her for ao many years, and then I
wu not there to defend her In her
greatest need, and she, blind and
deaf, I should have watched her
more carefully, but It wu almost
lmpoulble when I wu doins the
work, and I never thought of the
cow's hurting her. I auppose In her
blind wip- ahe .....ent near the · calf.
Jack teased 1111 to bring Rosy In
all the time until ahe was burled.
When we took him out to the tool
house where ahe lay, he would pull
the blanket and whine. Now he alt.I
out by her grave. The cow has
bawled all day for her calf, which I
wu glad to hear. I cried wben ahe
kllled my Roxy."

THERE ARE SEVERAL BITS
in Mrs. Woodward's Dakota dairy,
"The Checkered Years," which I
intended to use in earlier columns,
but for w h i c h
there was not
space. Still, I find
it hard to lay the
book aside, and
mention will be
made of a few
other items.

* * *

ON APRIL 17,
1886, the diary
describes a violent dust storm.
They had dust in
those days, plenty
of it. But the
Woodwards
Davies.
thought themselves fortunate, for they had just
heard of the terrible storm that
struck St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids,
according to reports killing about
100 persons and injuring 200 more.

* * *

JUNE 19, 1887, THE DIARY
tens of a storm of wind, rain and
hail, and the writer says "Later.
we heard that this was a cyclone at
Grand Forks."
One eomment says, "There has
never been a cyclone so fa.r north
before, although there have been
tornadoes." The write,r had the
same hazy idea that still prevails
, as to the difference between a cyclone and a tornado.

* ENTRY:
* *
ANOTHER

dian welfare and was the author
of several books and numerous
magazine articles.

* *

THE T Ru C K D
* RIV E RS'
strike set a lot of people wondering what they could do when they
had scraped the bottom of the
coal bin. Such emergencies help
one to realize how much, in this
modern social structure, all of us
are dependent on others. When the
backwoodsman wanted fuel he
chopped down a tree. The problem
was a little more difficult for the
prairie pioneer, for he seldom had
trees growing near by. But just
the same, he had to rely on himself
for fuel, and if possible hauled in
enough loads of logs in the fall
to last him through winter.

* *

*

*

*

EVEN YET THE FARMER
does most of his own hauling, but
coal is quite commonly burned on
the farms, and coal must be dug
by miners a thousand miles away
and hauled by railroads. The
breaking of a casting or the burning of a wire in the central power
plant will plunge hundreds of
homes into darkness. Not long ago
the kerosene lamp was a great advance in illumination. A little earlier it was not necessary even to depend on kerosene, for the housewife made her own tallow candles,
and if the fire happened to go out
she started a new one with flint
and steel.

*

UP IN REYKJAVIK, THE CAPital of Iceland, they have solved
the domestic heating problem in a
manner which makes them independent of truck drivers, railroads,
miners and all the rest. Hot springs
are numerous throughout the country, and they have piped the water
into the city, to be run through
radiators. When the installation is
complete, which will be within a
very short time, every building in
the city will be heated in this manner without cost to anybody except
for installation.

"WE
have been reading in a Wisconsin
paper of a man and his wife and
, three children who left New York
City last May (this was August 27)
and have walked as far as Clinton,
Wisconsin, on their way to Dakota.
Their household goods are loaded
on a two-wheeled cart which they
have elrawn the entire distance,
but which needed repairing at this
point. The man thought the far
' west would be dangerous, 110 he
brought along a revolver with
which to protect himself. The chil*
dren's ages are nine, seven and
THAT BRINGS US TO A
four."
scheme which has been the subject
* *
of speculation for many years. As
MENTION IS MADE IN THE everyone knows, the interior of the
diary of the passage through Far- earth is tremendously hot. After
go of Sitting Bull to attend the leaving the slight depth which is
Minnesota state fair, where he was influenced by surface temperature,
lionized, to the disgust of many. the heat increases at the rate of
Last week a granddaughter of Sit- one degree to about each· 55 feet
ting Bull died in Washing,t on, D. in depth. The idea is to dig a big
C. She was Mrs. Gertrude Simmons hole as deep as may be nec~ssary,
Bonnin, a full-blooded Sioux whose (figure it out for yourself) and
Indian name was Zit Kala-Sa. She turn in the river. The water which
, was 62 years old, the widow of an went in cold would come out boilarmy captain, and was a woman ing. It's perfectly simple, and
of great beauty and culture. She something ought to be done about
had been a leader in work for In:. it.

*

*

*

STUDENTS OF TRANSPORtation In general, and especially of
the development and future of the
railways of the United States, will
f i n d material
both interesting
a n d instructive
in two books just
p u b I i s h e d by
Prentice - H a 11,
Inc., of N e w
y o r k, One is
"R a i 1 ways of
Thirty Nations,"
by P. Harvey
Middleton, secretary of the Railway Business associatlon, and the
o t h e r "Government Ownership
and Operation of
R&ilways for the United States,"
by Lewis C, Sorrell, professor of
transportation of the University of
Chicago.

*

* *

MR. MIDDLETON'S BOOK IS
largely historical, dealing with the
creation of the broad system of
·railway tr~nsportation and with
the building of the separate systems which now provide rail
transportation for the civilized
world. To deal with a subject so
large within the compass of a
single volume it is necessary that
the treatment given to each system
be brief. The author has complied
with this requirement and at the
same time has made discriminating
use of hls space, · going into considerable detail ln his discussion of
the larger and more important systems and sketching briefly tlie
railway history of those countries
where rail problems have not assumed great importance.

* *

*

* *

*

THE BOOK GIVES AN EXcellent outline of railway development in the United States. We are
told of the early agitation in favor
of government ownership in this
country, of the definite decision in
favor of private ownership, of the
origin of the land grant system
and the reasons therefor, of the
over-building in the early decades,
the development of the present
system of regulation and of renewed agitation for public ownership.

*

* * SORRELL'S
PROFESSOR
book is devoted to consideration of
the problem of public ownership
rather than the historical development of railways. But in the ,.tud~
we are given not only theoretical
arguments, but citations from the
experience of many countries. Obviously such information is essentlal to an understanding of the
problem as a whole.
·

* * *

*

PROFESSOR SORRELL HAS
arranged his material admirably.
He discusses in succession "What
ls government ownership of railways? "Is government ownership
Imminent now in the United
States, and why?" "Spectal interests in the issue of government
ownership of rallways." "The pub
llc interest in the issue", and "The
appeal to experience." Under each
classification facts are cited bearing on that special phase. Under
the head of special interests, for
Instance, there are discussed respectlvely the interests of labor, the
Investor, r a i I way management,
shippers and patrons, tax.paying
groups, local governments and
their taxpayers, railway equipment
and supply lndustried, and other
forms of transportation.

*

BOTH THESE . A UT H O R S
reach the conclusion that public
ownership of railways for this
country is inadvisable, and both
must be read . with that fact in
mind. But the two, taken together,
constitute an exceedingly valuable
contribution to an understanding
of the problems of transportation,
and without such understanding no
useful conclusion ~n be reached
OD the S

IN CONSIDERING WHY MANY
of the important couhtrles of the
world have either built their own
railways or taken them over from
private operators the author points
out that the great railway systems
of Europe, Asia and Africa were
built for political, strategic or social purposes instead of as commercial enterprises. Germany, for
instance, did not construct its great
east and west lines primarily to
carry passengers and freight, but
to carry troops to the Russian and
French frontiers. Similarly Russia's
great trans-Siberian road was built
for military purposes.

*

and operated under private ownership, Great Britain, says Mr.
Middleton, "has achieved the mos
practical and adaptable transportatlon policy of any country in the
world through the retention of
private ownership and the co-ordinatipn of all its transportation
services."

. BECAUSE OF ITS RESTRICTed area and dense population, and
to no small degree because of the
general attitude of its people, Great
'
ii
I

* * *

IofI

SUPPOSE MANY READERS webbed anowshoe ia u1ed by Cana-.
this column have received dian trappers as a means of winter
rinted cards announcing the com- travel, but we are indebted to NorP
way for one of our popular means ·
pletion of a. manuscript history of of sport. In Norway they take their
their respective skiing enthusiastically, and prepfamilies, copies of arations are now being made for
which may be the annual international contests
had for the small which will take place this year on
sum of two do!- March Ii to 7.
lars. And perhaps the re- AT THE FAMOUS HOLMENsearchers will be kollen hill, only a. short distance
r e w a r d e d f o r from the city of Oslo itself, a vast I
their industry by throng of 110,000 to 80,000 people will
receiving a lot of assemble to watch the jumps and
two-dollar remit- see the finest skiers of Norway
tances from per- and other skiing nations compete
sons who llke to for the King's Cup, awarded anbe told that their nua!ly by King Haakon himself.
ancestors w e re Only once a year Is this famous hill
persons of d I a- opened for competitions, ao that
Davies.
tlnctlon. The de- every skier, whether he come from
scriptlve text on the card i• cer- the most remote moun~ village
talnly attractive. One paragraph or from the great capitf · has an
reads:
equal chance to win reno·· , at this
*
event.
"THIS MANUSCRIPT IS A
* *
genealogical and historical study THE HOLMENKOLLEN COMof the family from the earliest petitions are the highlight of a •kltimes. It records the origin and Ing season which In Norway exgrowth of the family in Europe; tends from December through
Its place among the gentry there; April and which takes up a good
(that's a neat touch) Its part In share of the time of every Northe early settlement and subse- wegian during the winter - and
quent history of America, includ- an even greater share of his
ing reference to service in the thoughts. For skiing, once the only
R e v o I u t I o n a r y war; and its method of travel through the snow- [
achievements and leading repre- clad mountains, is now the favor-1
sentatives in this country."
ite pastime, recreation and sport
*
of the nation's thousands of inONE CURIOUS PART OF THIS habitants, old and young alike.
business is the assumption that
*
persons having the same name are
IN NORWAY THE HISTORY
necessarily members of the same of skiing extends back hundreds
"family." It is true that we are all of years, to the days when early
members of the human race, and Norsemen curved long sticks of
that away back many of us had a wood into a practical means of
lot of common ancestors, but traversing the snow-covered hills.
names have little meaning u ap- So old is the art that it belongs to
plied to relationship. There are Norse mythology, and references to
millions of Smiths in the world, skiing &bound in the ancient ae.ges.
l and hundreds of Smith families
*
which are not related to each oth- AS A S P O R T SK I IN G REer any more closely than they are ceived its first impetus in the mid~ to the Joneses or Perkinses.
die of the nineteenth century,
when a meet was held at Tromso
IN NORWAY OLE'S SON BE- in 1843. The first ski jump on the
came Olson, and thus a family t1f Huseby Hill near Oslo was held in
Olsons was established, one of 1879 and a few years later commany families bearing the 1ame petitions began on the Holmenname, but not related. An English kolen hill, where the contests •oon
carpenter took the name of his became the premier attraction of
trade, a fisherman founded a faro!- the skiing world.
I
ly of Fishers. In Wales inhabitants
*
of widely separated localities took
BUT SKIING IN NORWAY
as their family names some varia- does not belong to the experts
tion of the name of the country's alone. On winter Sundays in Oslo
patron saint, St. David. Identlflca- thousands of men and women, boys
tlon of families by their names is and girls strap on their skis and
just plain bunk.
head for nearby Nordmarka, a
*
hilly forest which stretches for
MENTION OF THE
NAME thirty miles to the north of the
Carpenter recalls an incident. On city. In this area, the playground
leaving our country school
I of Oslo during the summer months,
clerked In a village store. We were is the famous Skimuseet, or Ski
but a few ~ : t ~ Six N11- Museum, which Ls now planning
tlon Indian reservation and had special exhibits for the Oslo Exhlmany Indian customers. Among the bltion from May 12 to September
Indians was a Mohawk family 18. Among the most interesting
known by the English name Car- displays Americans will find there
penter. They were fine people, well is a ski nearly 4,000 years old.
built, well featured, intelligent and Known as the Myrfunnen ski, it
progressive. Among them was a was discovered in the Osterdalen '
strong family resermblance, so that Valley and is probably the .oldest in
a Carpenter could be identified existence.
·anywhere.
*
*
*
NORWEGIAN SKIERS, HOWAN INDIAN GIRL CAME INTO ever, devote little of their time
i the store to trade. I hadn't seen during the winter months to
the
her before, but her appearance Ski Museum - every free hour of
convinced me that she belonged to the day is for the sport itself. The
the Carpenter family. I said: "Your climax of their season comes at
name's Carptenter, isn't it?" She Easter, when practically the enlaughed and replied: "No. My tire population abandons !ta dally
name's So-and-so. But my mother tasks to enjoy a holiday on the
is a Carpenter." The family traits rolling sun-lit mountain slopes.
were so strong in the younger gen- Weather conditions are at their
eration that they were perceptible best, the midnight sun of sumto a chance stranger.
mer is already shining more than
*
half of the hours out of each twenSKIING HAS BECOME A POP- ty-four, and the feeling of spring,
ular sport in the United States, and a season which comes swiftly over
as an instrument of sport the ski the Norwegian countryside and
has quite suppJemented the webbed which is drawing increasing numsnowshoe, part of the winter foot- bers of travelers to Norway Is
gear of the American Indians. The once mote in the air.

* * *

*

*

*

* *

* *

* *

* * *

* *

*

*

* *

* *

*

I

~

THE BOTTINEAU COURANT
accuses me of using without credit two articles from "Farm Forestry Facts," the excellent little
magazine p u b Ushed by State
Forester F r e e man at the
School of Forestry at Bottineau.
To the first
count in the indictment I plead
not guilty. All article giving the
writer's selection
of the ten most
useful trees
which was used
in this column
was credited specifically t o t h e
Davies
writer, who made the
selection, "Henry Clapper, secretary of
the Society of American Foresters,
as reported in Nature magazine."
It was not thought necessary to
carry the credit further.
To the second count I must plead
guilty. Paragraphs describing the
germination of coconuts should
have been credited to "Farm Forestry Facts," from which they
were taken. Apologies are tendered
herewith, and if Mr. Freeman finds
anything in this column he is welcome to, use it as he sees fit.

I

*

* *

SELECTION OF JAMES KENnedy by the board · of park commissjoners to fill a vacant place
on the board served as a reminder
of old times, for in 1905, when Jim
was a mere ,youngster, his father,
Dean Joseph Kennedy, was appointed a member of the first
Grand Forks park commission, and
the first to be established in North
Dakota.

GRAND FORKS, LIKE OTHER son an honorable and inspiring ex..
communities in the state, had been ample. Of the original members of
struggling with the park problem the board only Mr. Clifford and myand found themselves blocked by self are left.
the absence of legal means for
financing park improvements on
I SEE THAT THE SHERIFF
any adequate scale. A few members has impounded that kidnap dugout
of the old Commercial club stud- over in Minnesota and placed it in
ied the subject and prepared a bill cold storage in Brainerd until the
for submission to the legislature court decides what shall be done
providing that upon acceptance of with it. The best use that could be
the plan by its city council any made of that material would be to
city could, by the action of its burn it. Then, if the ground which
council, create a park district and it occupied were leveled so that no
appoint the members of a park trace of existence were left, there
commission, such c o m m i s s i o n wouldn't bi:l much opportunity for
should have power to acquire land . anyone to capitalize on the morbid
for park purposes, to improve and and moronic passion to gaze on
manage it, and to levy taxes to the scene where horrors were comprovide the . necessary funds.
mitted.

* * *

* * *

THE BILL WAS PASSED, THE
plan was approved by the local city
council, and the following park
commissioners were appointed to
the council: George B. Clifford, Joseph Kennedy, M. F. Murphy,
Stephen Collins and W. P. Davies.
The- board proceeded to issue bonds
to raise money for its initial operatfons, but in a test case brought
to determine the validity of the
bonds the ·S upreme court ruled that
the commission, being an appointive body, was without power to ·issue bonds or levy taxes. At the
next session of the legislature the
law was amended so as to make
the park commission an elective
body, and the same commissioners
were elected at the ensuing city
election. George B. Clifford was
the first president of the board.

* * *

DEAN KENNEDY WAS AN
active and useful member of the
board, interested in' and attentive
to its work, a devoted servant and
an ideal associate. He left for his

* * *

SOME PHILOSOPHER, WRITing on the subject of strong drink,
laid down this rule: "Never take a
drink when you need it." There
may be a certain hazard, he
thought, about taking a drink at
any time, but when one has reac.\i.ed the point where he is conscious
of the need for a drink, he has developed an appetite which requires
prompt and heroic treatment.

* *

*

lN A RECENTLY PUBLISHED
biography of Dom Pedro II, last
emperor of Brazil, this story is
told:
Visiting the Centennial exposi
tion in · Philadelphia in 1876, th
emperor, in addition to directin
public attention to the newly in
vented telephone exhibited by Al
exander Graham Bell, was shown a
mechanical gadget which he wa
told, made several hundred revolutions per minute. "That . speed ts
remarkable," said the emperor. "I
beats anything that we are able
to do in South America."

JUST MET A MAN O?i THE ing the bird itself. All of which~
street armed with bow and arrows. was according to the plan written \
down in advance by the young
Getting back to first principles. He archer. And we have the story in
was dressed for outdoors and look- Ivanhoe of Robin Hood providing
ed as if he might a pen which was needed in an emhave been hunt- ergency by shooting a wild goose
ing rabbits, but I that chances to be flying overhead,
didn't see any and whittling a pen from one of
rabbits. Have we the bird's quills. There may have
an archery club been such archery, but I have my
here? They are doubts.
becoming · p o p u* *
Iar. Not only do
A BOOK JUST RECEIVED IS
they p r a c t i c e "You and Your Money," by William
target shooting, Lemk~ member of congress from
but a good many North Dakota. The book is publishhave taken up ed by Dorrance & Co. and is prichunting w i t h ed at $1.00. In this book Mr. Lembow and arrow. ke contends as he has done for
It is said to be many year~, that our financial
great sport, and system is all wrong, and that the
llavles
. it gives the game system .of issuing bonds to provide
a break. I have forgotten the name funds for the government, paying '
of the man who went hunting lions interest on them and exempting
with bow and arrow a few years the bonds from taxation is creating
ago. His published stories made a small highly privileged class and
good reading. His idea was that a large class which has no privwhen a lion was hunted with the ileges at all. He would have . the
rifle the odds against the animal government issue money on its own
were too great. Therefore he went account as needed. Mr. Lemke is a
after them with bow and arrow. He forceful writer, and even those
. killed several, but he took the pre- who do not share his opinions will
caution of having a companion find his new book interesting.
armed with a rifle near by. Just in
*
case. They can have their lions, for
ARTHUR STRINGER, AUTHOR
all of me. I haven't lost any.
of "The Old Woman Remembers,"
* * *
soon to be published by the BobbsTHERE WERE SOME RE- Merrill Co., spent many seasons on
markable marksmen when bows his Ontario farm hybridizing and
were the fashion instead of guns. perfecting his own pet strain of
And there were some tall stories sweet corn, which he christened
· told, as tall as some of those of Candy-Top. ~ne summer his dinPaul Bunyan. Of course the story ner guest was an English authorof William Tell shooting the apple ess, plainly in doubt as to how
off his son's head has gone the that New World table novelty
way of the story of George Wash- should be approached. So she
ington's hatchet-there never was waited until the others had tackled
none such. And Sir Walter Scott, theirs, and then, enlightened, she
for whom I have the profoundest exclaimed, "Oh, you gnaw at it!"
respect, seems to have drawn rather liberally on his imagina,t ion in
FOR CORN ON THE COB, OF
describing feats with the bow.
course, is practically unknown in
the Old Country. It is so unknown
THERE IS THE STOR'l' IN that when Stringer's young cousin
Anne ·of Gierstein in which the from Dublin first encountered it,
young Englishman astonished his the customary method of consumpSwiss friends by· bending and tion had to be explained to him.
stringing a mammoth bow which, He succeeded, with gusto, in denone of them have been able to nuding his cob. Then he glanced
master, and then shooting three hungrily at his host and dropped
arrows, the first into the post to this gem of agronomic wisdom:
which a pigeon is tied, the second "Sure and I'd be after having ancutting the cord by which the bird other av thim wee rods wid the
was confined, and the third strik- pays (peas) on it!"

*

*

*

* * *

* * *

THIRTY YEARS AGO GRAND
"THE CANOE WENT ~PEEchequanee
and they went chimForks had no street car line, but
muck."
a pair of promoters were trying to
That's a ahort, short story in
interest Grand Forks people in an Red River dialect, the language of
electric
railway the old fur traders in the Northto run between west Territories of Canada, accordSt. Paul and ing to Osborne Scott, general passSeattle. The proj- enger agent of the Canadian Naect was an ambi- tional Railways and an authority
tious one, involv- on the subject. Translated it means
ing the third-rail that the canoe went head over
method of pro- heels and its occupants fell into
pulsion for cars the water. The wor4 "chimmuck"
which were to makes a sound like a stone being
travel at the rate thrown into a river.
of 90 miles an
* *
hour. Th~ pro- I THE DIALECT, ACCORDING
moters sa.1d that to Mr. Scott, was a combination of
the plans of their Cree words Scottish words and
engineers ca~led English spoken with an Orkney acfor
a main lme cent. Occasionally a word or two
Davies.
run n in g west of Otchipawa was thrown in but it
from Fargo and a branch extend- is seldom heard now. Descendants
ing north to. Grand .Forks. ~owev- of Orkneymen, who made up most
er, it was sa.1d that if sufficient in- of the traders and Indians spoke it
terest in the project were display- with peculiarities of pronunciation
ed in Grand Forks the main line not common to their ancestors.
could be run through this city.
They could not speak the "sh"
* * *
sound and therefore "shall" was
SOME STOCK IN THE PROJ- "sall" and "sure" was "sewer".
ect was sold, and probably some
*
*
Grand Forks men still have some
INDIAN TERMS FREQUENTof those stock certificates filed ly used included "Keeyam" which
away as mementoes of unfulfilled means "never mind" or "skip it"
dreams. It soon became apparent and the Scottish term "byre" was
that the railroad scheme was a always used in preference to
fake. Cost of construction of such "stable" or "cowshed". A light nev' a line would have been prohibitive. er was put out. Always it was
There was no demand which would 'slacked."
have warranted its building. And
the promoters had no money with
WHILE TO THE SCOTS A
which to build anything. Later cowstable was a ''byre," to Yorksome of them went to jail for shire people it was a "shippon."
fraud. But they painted a pretty That term was often used by my
' picture, and for a time they had Yorkshire grandfather, but I hadn't
some of. our people going.
heard it used since my boyhood until during the war Captain EdSINCE THAT TIME, WHILE wards, of the British army, made
we have had no electric line to the a speech in Grand Forks in which
West coast, we have built, used and he used the word. He spoke of solabandoned a local street railway. It diers in France often being quar- t
is recalled that the first unit of tered in "shippons." I wondered if
the local street railway was the I were the only person in the au~
line running from the University ditorium who knew what he meant.
to Third street at First avenue
North. A car shuttled back and
ANOTHER OLD YORKSHIRE
forth on that line for some time. word which is sometimes met in
During the first winter it became modern print is "midden." Among
snowbound. At first shovelers were our Yorkshire people that meant a
employed to clear the track, but manure pile. The word is often
later a snowplow was obtained. On used now among archaeologists as
its first trip the snowplow was de- applied to any pile of refuse. Obrailed in a, drift, left the track and jects illustrative of ancient civilioverturned, and it remained there zations are often recovered, we are
until spring.
told, from old village "middens."

*

*

* * *

* * *

* * *

AN UNUSUALLY FINE A]irNIversary number is the golden
jubilee issue of the Logberg, the
Winnipeg Icelandic weekly, which
·
e o m e s w i th a
fine cover in
colors, 52 pages of
text and advertising, and a splendid line of portraits and other
illustrations. Logberg is published
in the Icelandic
language, which
r e n d e r s it as
mysterious to me
as all print was
to Dickens' Mr.
Boffin, but without being able to
llavles
u n d e rstand the
text one can recognize and admire
many features of excellence in the
paper.

* *

*

*

*

LOGBERG IS THE PRINCIPAL
Icelandic paper in America, and
it has a large circulation in the
Icelandic colonies of Manitoba and
in Pembina and McHenry counties
in North Dakota. The paper contains greetings to those of Icelandie origin in Canada and the United States from Lord Tweedsmuir,
governor general of Canada, Governor Langer of North Dakota. and
numerous public men and educators in Manitoba as well as from
Hermann Jonasson, prime minister of Iceland and the Swedish
consul in Winnipeg.

*

IN EXTENDING GREETINGS
to the Icelandic settlers, who, he
says, have helped to enrich the life
of North Dakota and the nation,
Governor Langer writes:
"With much pleasure I call attention to the fact that we have in
I the northeastern part of our state,
in Pembina county, the largest as
well as one of the oldest Icelandic
settlements in the United States.
Smaller Icelandic settlements are
in McHenry county and Cavalier
county. These Icelandic settlements are thriving communities
and have made a noteworthy con
tribution to the cultural and material development of the state.
Within their boundaries, particularly the large Pembina county
settlement, have been reared not a
few individuals who have achieved
state-wide and even nation-wide
reputation, as well as a considerable nu!llber of persons of high
professional attainments."
4

I

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
Dakota is well represented in this
anniversary number. The official
history of the paper is given in a
comprehensive article by Dr. Richard Beck, who also contributes an
article on the University of Iceland, of .w hich he is a graduate.
There are portraits and in some
cases biographical sketches of
Judge Gudmunder Grhnson of
Rugby, N. D., "V'ilhjalmur Stefansson, famous e"r-c.,rer, Dr. Sveinbjorn Johnson, now of the University of Illinois, and Hjalmar A.
Bergman, K. C., of Winnipeg, president of the Columbia Press, which
publishes Logberg, all of whom
are ·of Icelandic origin, and all of
whom were students at the University of North Dakota.

* * *

NOT ONLY HAVE THE ICElandic families that settled in the
northwest produced numerous individuals who have won distinction
in business, in the professions of
public life, but the communities
which they established have been
marked by a high average of those
qualities which make for progress
and stability. On a trip on Lake
Winnipeg last summer our boat
stopped for an hour or two at
Gimli, an Icelandic village on the
west shore of the lake. I was told
by a man who was familiar with
the facts that Gimli was the only
village in Manitoba which had no
persons on relief. Its people practice industry and thrift and take
just pride in the fact that they
stand on their own feet.

* *

*

I HAVE BEEN LOOKING i
over a questionnaire by means of
which the recipient is invited to I
catechise himself as to his quali- I
ties as an automobile driver. There I
are about twenty questions, each;
with its appropriate credit, the I
whole making a total of 100. The
first question is "Do I drive at reasonable speed, with proper regard
for the rights of others." Perfection under that head is given a
credit of 10. Of course my answer
to that is "yes." That would be
the answer given by almost anyone. The person who can score
90 or over on the entire list is
said to be an excellent driver, with
lower averages grading "fair" and
"poor." I think most of us, marking the card quite consciously,
would score above 90. Yet there is
something the •matter with somebody's driving.

1

1

1·

A. B. DILL, LOCAL MA.NAGIN ANSWER TO CERTAIN INer for the Equitable life, has re- quiries which, I am sure, were inturned from a trip to Florida. tended facetiously: My tulips aren't
oil station in Ken- up yet. I looked. Looking f ~r tulips
tucky he chatted at this time o:f the year may seem
with the attend- crazy, but one year I found the
ant about matters and things. first green shoots just above the
When the con- ground on February 5. This year,
versation turned while there is a little strip of bare
to crops he ask- ground where th~ bulbs are planted, among other ed there is no sign of growth yet.
things, if pota- Possibly i:f there had been more
toes were grown snow the story would be different.
in the neighbor- Heavy snow protects the ground in
ho o d. ;1'he oil that spot from outside temperature
man said they l and permits escaped heat from the
were. "Do you basement wall to stir the bulbs to
grow your own life.
seed?" asked Mr.
Dill.
"No, we plant
DOWN IN NEW YORK THEY
Davies.
Red· River seed," are showing signs of concern over
was the reply. "Just where is Red the language spoken in the metroriver?" asked the Grand Forks polis, which is a barbarous jargon
man. That stumped the Kentuck- if ever there was one.;. The prize
ian. He hadn't the faintest idea monstrosity is the substitution of
where Red river might be.
the combination "oi" for the ietter
"r" in such words as "journey,''
MR. DILL WAS INTERESTED, ''world," certain." That practice,
both in the fact that seed potatoes while most pronounced in the slum
from his own part of the country districts, is not confined to them,
were used in that southern terri- but is found all over the city.
tory, and in the fact that Red river was an unknown quantity. At
THOSE WHO KNEW JAMES A.
other oil stations he asked similar Dinnie well recall his remarkable
questions and received similar physical vigor, which continued
answers. After two or three stops well into his later life. The firm of
the thing became a sort of game, Dinnie brothers built the local Maand wherever a> stop was made the sonic temple. At one period during
same line of questioning would be the construction labor was scarce.
followed, always with the same re- Jim had long passed the period
sult. They grow potatoes in the when it was necessary for him to
south. They know the excellent do manual labor. But in the emproperties of Red river seed. But ergency he donned overalls, grabthey don't know where Red river bed a wheelbarrow and went to
is. To one man Mr. Dill said that work wheeling brick up a plank.
Red river adjoins . North Dakota. He kept that up for days, until the
The man said that couldn't be, Red labor shortage was over.
river couldn't be that far away.
REFERENCE HAS ALSO BEEN
OF COURSE IT IS KNOWN made to his uncanny ability to
that potatoes from the Red river carry complicated facts ·and figures
valley are sold in large quantities in his head. It is said that he could
for seed in the south. Southern cli- estimate the cost of a piece of conmatic conditions make it impos- struction work mentally and as exsible to carry seed potatoes over, actly as most men could do with
and growers look to the north for pencil, paper and blue-prints. That
their seed. Potatoes grown in the ability to assimilate and recall
Red :river valley have a national facts was often shown in his disreputation. Might there not be cussion of political events. He was
some merit in a campaign of pub- able to recall at will details of forlicity to associate North Dakota mer political campaigns for which
with the Red river in the minds of others would have been obliged to
our southern neighbors?
go to the records.

* * *

·*

* *

* * *

* * *

*

* *

BROADCASTS WERE SENT
by short wave the other day from
d th l t riOr
both the exterior an
e n e
tbe Great Pyramid at Glzeh,
Egypt. The measages from without the , pyramid
came through
we 11, according
to re P o r ts of
those who heard
them, but those
from within were
muffled and diatorted by echoes
w h l c h it was
found impossible
to eliminate. The
echo explanation
is all very well
for those who
have not delved
beyond the realm of the physical
sciences. But students of the occult
will understand readily that what
were described as echoes were
protests by the spirit of the ancient Pharoah against the desecra.tion of his last resting place by
barbarians without respect for
sacred things.

students. The competition, says
Dr. Jessup, extend• Into other
fields. Particularly, he aaya, it ineludes students from wealthy ,fammes; from whom contributions for
college exchecquer may be expected later on. Also, he says, it ineludes prospects, who have special
accomplishments, such as ability
to beat a drum, blow a born or
wield a drum-major's baton in an
artistic manner. Apparently it ls
going to be necessary for John
Howard to get out into the field
and do some scouting in order to
keep his band replenished with
new material.

mida it has been learned that
Egyptians of the pyramid era
were well versed in mathematics
and possessed a knowledge of astronomy quite remarkable for men
who had no telescopes and who
supposed that the aun, moon and
stara revolved around a flat world.
There are those who hold, however,
that they had scientific lnstruments of which all trace has been
lost, and that they knew .more
about electricity than we have yet
found out. That belief persiats In
some quarters, despite the fact
that neither among the objects recovered from ancient stores nor in
the Egyptian writings baa there
been found the slightest evidence
that the Egyptians knew anything
abou.t modern mechanics or electricity,

sesses the blessed charm of uncertalnty; seldom flies to extremes
but, · on the other hand, escapes the
charge of monotony. For most
parts of the country February ls
the coldest month, and in various
regions heavy anowfalls are experlenced.
'
"Scotland has a much larger
mowfall than England; there ls a
plateau on the Calrngorms where
snow rests for six months In the
year. Outside the area of heavy
falls the function of the snow is
merely to give the countryside a
pleasant Christmas - card effect,
such as la reproduced on the cover of this issue of Comfng Events
by a photograph taken In Surrey.
"The districts most adapted to
winter sports lie in the Pennines
and the Scottish hills from Chevlots to Cairngorms. These are deflnltely skl-lng regions. The Peak
District of Derbyshire, over 1,000
feet up, has 37 snowy days a year,
and among other places that experience heavy snowfalls are Dartmoor, Exmoor and the Cotswolds.
"For London winter sportsmen
there are--occasionally-the Chilterns and South Downs. The London snowfall, as recorded at Kew,
is relltricted to an average four
days a year, but when conditions
are favourable toboggans may be
seen on the surburban heights of
Hampstead!"

* * *

WINTER SPORTS ARE ON IN
Grand Forks. Occa.sionally winter
sport programs have been impaired by too mild weather, but those
have been exceptional times. Think
of trying to have winter sports
where on the average there are
only four snowy days in the year.
That's what they are up against in
London. Yet they do have some
winter sports in Britain. A little
publication, "Coming Events," gives
this picture:

* * *
*
* *
"WINTER IN THE' BRITISH
IN THE CITY OF THE PYRA- Isles, like the other seasons, pos-

*

* *

REFERENCE TO THINGS
Egyptian often recalls to me that
old poem In one of our school
readers entitled "An Address to an
Egyptian Mummy," beginning:
And thou hast walked about-how
strange a story,
In Thebe's streets three thousand
years ago,
When the Memnomium was In all
its glowy,
And time had not begun to overthrow
Those temples, palaces and piles
stupendous,
Of which the very rulna are tremendous.

*

* *

ACCORDING TO DR. JESSUP,
head of the Carnegie foundation,
one doesn't have to be a football
player to be an object of competition
ong colleges seeking new

* * *

THE PHOTOGRAPH MENtioned ls of a pleasant scene with
trees bare and In the distance
fields covered with snow, and in
the foreground a farmer trudging
beside a one-horse cart. Carts In
winter!

A BRIEF NEWS ITEM ANnounced the death on Thursday of
Charles T. Dazey, aged 82, in a
Quincy, Illinois hospital. To most
of us the name
means nothing,
but when it is
added that Dazey
:was the play- .
wright who wrote
"In O 1 d Ke ntucky,'' there is a
stirring in the
memories of old
playgoers.
For
y e a r s t h a t old
d r a m a of the
turf shared popu 1 a r it y with
"Un c I e T O m, s
Cabin," "sh O re
Acres," and other
Davies.
dramas which warmed the hearts
and stirred the emotions of the
generation of forty years ago,

* * *
SEVERAL YEARS

a treadmill. In others mechanical
horses were made to assume the
appearance of life. A local man
tells of one production in which he
assisted with the · mechanical effects in which the imitation horses
were made to move by the use of
ropes. The fellow operating the
rope attached to the head of one
horse became so excited that he
pulled too hard and jerked off the
horse's head, and the audience was
treated to the unusual sight of a
headless horse galloping across the
stage. Them were the days!

* * *

IN A CHATTY LETTER W. A.
Meddaugh, of Westhope, refers to
last year's precipitation in his locality. The total for Westhope for
only ten months of the year was
24.31 inches, which indicates that
the soil around Westhope ought to
be in good condition for this year's
crop. For the entire year Grand
Forks received 23.03 inches, which
is above the yearly average for the
valley. Mr. Meddaugh's son Harvey,
who has succeeded his father in
hqsiness, was elected president of
the North Dakota Retail Hardware
association at the association's annual meeting just closed in Grand
Forks.

the Norwegian government, is dated 1862, the year in which the
family came to the United States
by way of Quebec. The document
has been carefully preserved for
three-quarters of a century.

* * *

W. P. KIRKWOOD, FORMER
professor of journalism in the University of Minnesota, writes of an
experience of his relating to the
understanding of the meaning of
words. While a college instructor
he met a group of young students
at table each day, and they invented a new game which consisted in
trying to stump each other with
words which occur often in ordinary English. Many such words
were strange to some or all of the
group. Dr. Kirkwood made notes
of a number of such words, and he
presents the following list. What,
if anything, do they mean to you
when you see them in print?

*

* *

IMPLACABLE, THORAX, EXFOR
THE
igent, jeremiad, irascible, concocKentucky play was a regular visition, rancorous, rapacity, dilemma, ·
tor to the old Metropolitan stage
sophist, magniloquence, excresence,
in Grand Forks. One date on
phantasmagoria, circuitious, bediwhich it appeared was October 12,
zened, fustian, ludicrous, lucidity,
1899, but its several appearances
perspicuity, gab b I e, archaism,
here occurred both before and aftopaque, coterie, solecism, pedantry,
er that date. Those who sa.w it will
vituperation, dalliance, pantheism,
not readily forget the gallant old
* *
extant, taciturnity, ornate expatiKentucky colonel whose middleIN MY MIND THE STATE ate, harangue, mobile, obviate, colage~ ~namoratat tried ;.ith
Hardware Dealers' association is ossal, euphemistic, mammon, opalpar. a success o cu~e im o . is I always associated with the recol- escent, intrepidity, gamut, multifahab1ts of horse-racmg, smokmg 1 t·
f th
Ch 1
N rious, utilitarian, efficacy, vora1 t
strong cigars and drinking corn ec 10n o
e a e
ar es
. cious, lucrative, deflation, regale,
who was secretary of the
l1'kk er. A n d th ere was h'1gh come d Y Barnes,
· t·
f
d ·
purveyor, impunity, inimical, im. th
t 1
f th.
1
1 assoc1a 10n or many years ur1ng
m ing
e spec
ac
e
o
e
co
one
·t
h"
t
I
th
t
k
h
1
the forbidden race from 1 s ear Y is ory. . n
a wor
e niolation, predilection, e c 1 e ct i c,
View
amalgamate, omnivorous, conjoint,
d
1
f
d
t
d
.
h'
was
a
mo
e
o
1n
us
ry
an
exth b
h
f
t
h 1
·e
ranc
es
o
a
ree
w
1 e
is
t
d
d
h"
d"
t·
lady fair was thrilled to pieces as ac ness, an un er is irec ion ar- gewgaw, bathos, expiate, propitiate,
h
t h d th
th
h rangements for the annual meet- nonchalance, spurious, mundane,
s ~ w~hc 1e
e same race roug ings were always worked out per- ascetic, voluptuous, aesthetics, secua. no O e.
f~ctly to the last detail.
lar, anthology, flaccid, eccentric,
urbane, prolix, obeisance, delectTHE GRAND SPECTACLE IN
*
able, insipid, contem:q, ceramics,
the play, of course, was the race,
AMONG THE EFFECTS OF inamorata, iridescence,
palaver,
which was staged with scenic and the late Thomas Vaaler, whose fu- synchronous, transmute, circummechanical effects whose elabo- neral was held Thursday, was spect, autonomy, inculcate, atrophy,
rateness varied with the finances found the passport which author- perennial, sporadic iconoclast, inof the company and the ingenuity ized the migration of Mr. Vaaler's cubus, inveigle, obese, connoisseur,
of the director. In one production father to the United States. The tantamount,
cortege,
prototype,
real horses galloped frantically on passport, issued under authority of Ibauble, confrere.

*
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* * *

*

*
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SOME LITTLE TIME AGO A as a quarter-hour earlier or later
letter was received from J. G. than that, ahead or behind its avKane of Rusaell asking for lnfor- erage time. On the first day of
matlon on aeveral queationa .which January, 12:47; first of February
he submitted aa
12:ISS; of March, 12:IS6; April, 12:48;
follows:
May, 12:41; June, 12:41; First of
"Why is it that
July, 12:48; August, 12:50; Septemthe length of the
ber, 12:44; October 12:34; of Noday increases 80
vember, 12:28; December, 12:35.
much futer tn
Thus evidently from November
the evening than
to January or February everything
in the morning?
is getting later. And thus although
"What is a dethe shortest day is December 22 or
gree of latitude,
the next day, and after that the
and how is it asdays begin to lengthen slowly, becerta.lned? What
ca.use the sun is getting later the
is the salary of a
mornings continue to shorten until
u n l t e d Sta.tea
(at Russell) about January 2. Slmsenator? Of a repilarly (because the sun is getting
resenta.tive?
later more than the days are
"Can you tell
shortening) the afternoons begin
me where I can
Davie&.
to lengthen about December 12.
get that old aong that we old boys By railroad time at Russell,
used to sing when we went to Sunriae December 2, at 8:16; 12 a.t
school 50 or 60 years ago: 'Sweet 8:28; 22 a.t 8:31S; January 2 at 8:38;
summer's gone away? "
12 at 8:31S, 22 a.t 8:27 A. M.
*
*
*
Sunset December 2 at 4:50; 12 at
THE QUESTIONS RELATING 4:48; 22 at 4:50; January 2 at 4:IS7;
to the length of the day and the 12 at 5:09; 2! at ;:23*P. M."
degree ot latitude were submitted
THE NEXT QUESTION JS
to a.n authority on those subjects,
t tl
D
Ch di
f the University easy. Sena.tors and represen a. ves
ean
an er O
' receive salaries of $10,000 a year,
who writes as follows:
plus allowances of clerk hire and
*
*
*
traveling expenses.
"THE SECOND OF YOUR
questions is the easiest to answer.
THE SONG TO WHICH MR.
Briefly speaking, an entire circle Kane refers is not on my list. I do
ls three hundred and 60 degrees, not recall the title. Perhaps some
.therefore a quarter circle is ninety readers can supply the information.
degrees. The entire circumference
* *
of the earth is a.bout 25,000 mil~s, :ANOTHER CORRESPONDENT
or (more exactly) the quarter cir- writes:
cumference from equator to pole, "The reference in your column
which is from latitude O degree some days ago to the frequent reto latitude 90 degrees is a.bout 62115 currence of the same name among
miles. 6215 divided by 90 is about certain peoples reminds me of ,a
69. Therefore one degree of latitude pioneer community in which I livis about 69 miles; although this ed for some years. The settlers
varies very slightly (from 68.70 consisted principally of immigrants
miles to 69.40 miles) in different from Wales. There were so man~
parts of the world because, as you individuals having the same given
know, the effect of the daily rota- and family names that special destion of the world is to make itJ igna.tions had to be used. Two namvery slightly flatter near the poles. ed William Davies were dubbed re(The surface of the earth at the spectively Willie G. and Curly Bill,
poles is about 131,!i miles nearer to and a third of the same name had
the center of the earth than the to be content to be called Section
earth's surface at the equator is.) 18, because of the location of his
*
homestead. Three David Joneses
"THE FIRST OF YOUR QUES- were known as Red Dave, Black
tions ls more confusing. In intro- Dave, (from the color of their
duction, I might explain at length whiskers) and Big Cardy, (because
that the earth in making its an- he was portly and ca.me from Cardnual circuit a.round the sun does iganshire). Being the only farmer
not travel in a true circle, but in in the community owning a span of
an oval, so that at some months mules one William Williams was
the earth is about three per cent called Billy Mule; a second, be. nearer to the sun than in some cause he lived on Madison Creek,
other months; also the orbit is tip- was. locally known as Billy Madiped up 23 degrees. As a result the son; a third was simply W111lam O.
sun may be said to "gain time" or Two Jonathan Davles's avoided
"lose time" in different parts of confusion at the postoffice by one
the year. To exemplify. At Russell, becoming john N. Davies.
if you use railroad central time, Into the settlement one day came
the sun will shine directly into an Englishman with the name Tiyour south window at 12:44 P. M. tus Sitchell which the village wags
as an average time for the year, gleefully change to Tight Satchel,
but at sometimes will be as much a sobriquet that clung to him."

* * *

*

*

*

o. o. K'INTrRlC II DEAD. affectionate references to GalllpolThat news hu brousht a 11look to 11, .Ohio, the home of hla youth,
the innumerable readen w l th with lte fa.mlllar character,, placwhom

McIntyre'• dally column
took flr1t place,
or almoat flnt
place, ID their
dally reading, He
wu the moat
widely read columnilt ID Amerlea, which la to
aay that he was
the most widely
known and read
columnist In the.
world.

ed him on common ground with
the ruidenta of hundredl of other
small to'Will who recognized in his
deacrlptlou the touch of reality
and of undying sympathy,

* * *

M:'INTYRE HAD WON FAME
and wealth. He llved luxuriouely,
and be hobnobbed with the great
and the near great. But In hil reference to the old home town, whose
opportunltle1 he had long since
outgrown, there was never a note
of cynicism or aupercillousness. He
remained a Gallipoli• boy until
M: .A. N Y EX- the end of hi• days.
planatlODI of M:cInt71'e'I popularANOTHER OF HI& HEARTIJa'tllllt
.tty u a writer warmins qualitiu was hil love of
have been slven. Ke had been a dogs. To him hla dogs were more
neWll reporter and an editorial than mere petl. They were friends
writer. Be wrote many mqazlne and companions, each with its own
arUclu. But It WU hla dally col- personality, and with peculiarities
umn of obHrVatlou on "New that were aocepted tolerantly, symYork day by day," that made et- pathetically and rupectfully. His
fective appeal to the vast army of tribute to tbe dog that died i1 unreaden who alway• welcomed ltl doubtedly filed away In thou1andl
appearance. Thrones might topple, of acrap.book1,
war might menace the world, perplmnr problems mi.iht absorb
GALLIPOLIS PRODUCED AN1t&tesmen, but thue thin.ii could other columnist, les1 widely read,
not divert attention from M:cin- but whose writinp were full of
t71'e'1 column.
homely wildom and cheerful bumor. He was W. G. Sibley, who,
WHAT W A8 THE SECRJllT OF after years of experience on 1mallhl1 popularity? Admittedly he was er paper, became chief .editorial
a careless writer. Otten taken to writer on The Chlcaifo Journal of
task for grammatical errors, he Commerce, and who, for year• aftmade no denial and offered no de- er hl1 retirement from active editfense. He cultivated the uu ol. orlal work, conducted for the
strange and unusual words which Journal ~t Commerce a dally colcontributed neither to the 1trength umn entitled ".A.lon.i the Hi.ihnor to th• clarity of hi• 1tate- way.". One of Sibley'• column, was
ments. In respect to 1tatementa of entitled "Tile M:cint)'1'e Romance."
fact he was often as carelu1 u In that the writer aketched an out.
with hi• lfl'8JWD&l', While he often line of M:cint)'1'e'1 career and paid
wrote humoroualy, he had none of affectionate tribute to both him
the kind of wit that characterized and hil wife, Mabel, who was anWill Roger•, for tnstapce. Yet hill other home town product.
popularity wu undeniable.
"HE JUST GREW UP," WRITES
AN ARTICLE BY J. BRYAN, Sibley, like other small town boys,
ptJblished In The Saturday Evening and made the acquaintance of
POiit & few weeks ago, gives a par- town characters, like Tad Bashore,
tial explanation ot the hold that Cooney Schreck and Billy M:enagMcintyre had on many of hla read- er, who wandered over town with
.era. He wrote voluminously of New hi• tenor drum, a typical simpleYork :from the 1tandpoint of Its ton. Saloonkeepera, preachers' sons,
theaters, ltl night llfe and itl pop. river characters, Denizens of Wild
· ular celebrities, and, living in the Cat Alley and Dogham all looked
midst of it, he Invested the city alike to Odd, who wu a manly litwith the iflamour with which it ls Ue fellow, and treated the town
invested in the mindl of mllliom sots and men like Colonel Vance
who have never ieen it. Throush and John T. Halllday with equal
his eyes they were able to see the courtesy."
areat city, 1eemin1ily at close
range, and to enjoy vicariously the
SIBLEY'S ARTICLE, WRITthrill of meeting on Intimate terms ten several year• a.so, refer• to a
oa.ptalns of industry, celebrities of visit made by M:t. Vance to M:cln·
the stage and screen, pugilists, ad- t)'1'8 ID New York, and clonli:
venturers, authors, and to delve
M:r Vance bring• us the good
Into obscure corners of the city.
newa· . that M:clnt)'1'e, the beat
known man who ever started his
THAT ESTIM:ATJC I& DOUBT- career ID Ga.llll)Olla, ii to vl1lt his
leu correct, but It tells only part home town next summer. Of
of the story. McIntyre'• column course Kabel will come with him.
was intensely personal, and aome We shall all be glad to see him and
of hl1 bUt writing wu about blm..
nor him, and do all we can to
self, his sentiments, hi• habits, his make his visit pleasant and happy.
likes and dlsllkea and hlf a.musing And we are glad that he has arblunders. His readera were brought ranged, when his life's experiences
Into actual contact with a human on earth shall cease, to have hil
being, and they learned to know clay deposited In the old home
and love him.
town of his boyhood. That will be
*
hi• final tribute to Gallipolis."
MOREOVER, HE HAD BEEN And now Mcint)'1'e will be going
a small-town boy, and his frequent home.

* *
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RETURNING FROM A TRIP
to Denmark after an absence of 23
·
h
years, H aroId Jensen, w o operates a large dairy just north of
Grand Forks, Is
glad to be home
again, although
he found his visit
to the old home
land exceedingly
P 1 e as an t. H e
came to the Unite d St ate s 2 3
y ears ago, a
youth of 18, and
on this, his first
return, he found
very few of the
schoolmates and
of his
0 th e rs
. own age w h O m
Davies.
he had formerly
known. A few of the men who had
been engaged ·1n business when he
left are still carrying on the same
lines of business In the same locations, but most of those of his
own generation, like himself, have
migrated to other parts of the
world.
*

products, but In recent years Germany is taking an Increasingly
large proportion of those products. ·

* * *

DENMARK HAS NO MINES
and no large forests, and most of
her raw material for manufacture
come from abroad. Coal Is brought
from England and Germany, Iron
from Germany, wool and mutton
from Iceland and the Faroe Islands,
and a fine quality of granite from
Greenland. These products enter
Into textile and metal manufacture. Copenhagen has a large export trade In diesel engines.

* *

*

MR. JENSEN FOUND CONsiderable unemployment, especially
in the Danish citiea, and the expendlture for unemployment payments are direct relief charges
Impose tax burdens which cause
much complaint. There are no exemptions from . taxation. Even the
farm laborer, whose wage is the
equivalent of about $200 a year,
must pay about $7.00 In taxes. The
factory workmen ·earning $2.00 a
day m taxed on a similar basis.
Food prices are . lower than here,
which compensates In part for
WHILE · CH ANGE S ARE low wage scales, but Imported
made more slowly in an old coun- goods are costly.
try like Denmark than in our new*
er states, Mr. Jensen noticed
COPENHAGEN HAS LONG
changes that had taken place, es- been known for Its bicycle traffic.
peclally In the cities, during his In that city practically everyone
absence. Copenhagen, always a rides a bike and when the tacneat and beautiful city, has de- tories close and the workmen start
veloped greatly. Many fine · build- for their homes the streets are
ings have been erected, and the filled with solid ranks of bicycles
city has made progress Industrial- so dense that movement seems ally.
most impossible. Automobiles are
few. A modern Ford car costs In
AGRICULTURE CONTINUES the neighborhood of $1,200, and
to be the principal Industry of this, with the high annual tax on
Denmark, with dairying Its most ownership and the high price of
important branch. Farms average gasoline makes an auto an expenabout 40 acres. The largest farm sive luxury. Not more than one
in the country of which Mr. Jen- farmer out of ten or twelve owns a
sen has any knowledge contains car. Roads are practically all hard
about 900 acres, but this Is part surfaced, but they are narrow, and
of an estate owned by a titled any considerable automobile traffamlly for many generations. On fie over them would be impossible.
a 40 acre farm there will be kept
*
about 24 cows. These are kept in- THROUGHOUT DENMARK
doors or in small pastures, as land Mr. Jensen found a rather genis too precious to permit the ani- eral expectation of a war that
mals a wide range. Alfalfa and would involve some of the nation's
other green feed is cut from the powerful neighbors, and the people
adjoining fields and fed to the are hoping that they will ~ot be
cattle daily.
Involved. Despite differences in
* *
political systems and the absence
CLIMATICALLY DENMARK in Denmark of any thought of diels admirably situated for dairying. tatorshlp or approval of It, good
The weather both summer and feeling exists between the Danes
winter is usually moderate, and In and their German neighbors, and
winter the temperature rarely falls their commercial intercourse Is
much below the freezing point. steadily Increasing. As one of the
Shortly before Christmas they had results of the World war, Dena cold snap, with the tempera- mark, though not a party to that
ture about two degrees below the conflict, gained the return of the
freezing point. Everyone thought province of Schleswig, which wair
the weather was very cold, and gratifying to national pride, but
though be la accustomed to much which has proven a · financial liaJower temperatures In North Da- blllty, as the government has been
kota, Mr. Jensen suffered from the obliged to spend large sums for
cold, as the air is always moist the readjustment of the Inhabitants
from the sea breezes. After the of the regained province, 75 per
cold anap farmers reaumed their cent of whom retained their Danplowing, which had been tempor- Is~ sympJ.thle~ and Danish Iangu
arily Interrupted.
age durin~ the generations of Gel'
man rule.
·
IN DENMARK THE CO-OPERatlve movement Includes practical- DENMARK RIVALS HOLLAND
Iy the agricultural population. Al- in the exportation of tulip bulbs.
most all farm products are mar- On Januaey 23, just before leaving
keted through the co-operatlvea, for home, Mr. Jensen noticed large
and a rigid system of inspection plots of tulipa with the growing
serves to insure the quality of the shoots well above the ground and
products. England was once the the plots taking on the green of
principal consumer of Danish farm spring.

* *
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SOME TIME AGO I RECEIVED
from Edward Everson of Niagara
a letter containing a word of 58
had been given "him
by a Welsh friend
as representing a
Welsh word, said
to be the longest
word in any, language. Mr. Everson submit t e d
the word to me
as a curiosity,
and for interpret a t i o n.
Being
completely ign o r an t of the
Welsh language
I followed my usual practice where
anything Welsh
Davies
is concerned, and
submitted the problem to Professor
Hywel C. Rowland of the University. Professor Rowland has not
only interpreted the word and explained the manner in which it is
built up, but has made some interesting observations ab o u t the
Welsh language, and about some
peculiar uses of English. His letter follows:

* * *

"BEFORE I SAY ANYTHING
about the long Welsh word I
would like to mention that I happened to notice in Sunday, February 6 TWENTY YEARS AGO
column this observation: "Miss
l Mabel Fodness, R. N." etc. I presume it meant Registered Nurse In
her case, and it struck me that in
England R. N. would mean Royal
Navy. It also popped Into my mind
that we call our University graduates A. B.'s. The same two letters
mean in England and "able-bodied
seaman" and the English University graduates are termed B. A.'s.
Likewise, a graduate of the Royal
Academy of Music is entitled to
use R. A. M. after his name, but
that would probably convey the
idea in America that he was a
Royal Arch Mason.

'

* *

*

''NOW TO OUR LONG WELSH
word, which even your correspondent does not give correctly. I have
had occasion to use it in articles
written in America, but have not
succeeded in having it spelled
correctly by the printer, who was
probably confused by the plethora
of w's, y's, and double l's. I am go. ing to make a great effort to have
my stenographer type It accurately, and If The Herald compositor
succeeds In setting it up without
an error I 1hall be glad to present
him with a cigar. Here it is-58
letter• In all! Llanfairpwllgwyngyll, gogerychwyrndrobwllllantyslllogog-

o,och.

*

* *

"OF COURSE, IT IS A COMpo11ite word and 1a :really a joke
which la played on the unsuspecting Sassenach tourist. Long strips
of paper on which these 58 letters
are printed in large type, picture
post cards, and other devtpes for
making a pecuniary profit on the
word, are sold. The alleged reason
for the whole thing lies in 'the fact
that there are so many places call• ed ''Llanfair" (St. Mary's) in Wales,
so words which particularize which
St. Mary's is meant, are frequently
added. An English example Is of
St. Mary Axe in London, which, by
the bye, is pronounced "Simmery
Axe". Some Welsh wag saw a
chance to pile up description in
the case of Llanfair P. G., as it Is
called for short, with the result
that we have the following:

"LLAN - PARISH; FAIR Mary; pwll - Hollow; gwyn white; gyll-hazel; go-near; gerto; y-the; chwyrn-fierce; droturn or whirl; bwll-pool; nan-parish; Tyslllo-a saint's name; gogo
-cave; goch-red.

* * *

"LOOK AT THE WORD
"pwll", which is given as meaning
hollow. Note this, with a slight
mutation, Is the same as the syllable "bwll" which Is translated as
"pool". The Welsh word pwll and
the English word pool are almost
the aame in pronunciation, and
the same In meaning. Tyslllo Is a
saint's name which might be translated "the one from the house of
Sunday". Note the similarity of
the syllable goch (red), which may
also be used as "coch," to the first
syllable of "cochineal".
So the whole thing means "St.
Mary's of the hollow of the white
hazel, near to the fierce whirl pool
of St. Tysllio of the red cave".

* *

* AGO I NOTICED
"SOME TIME
that .John Hix in his STRANGE
AS IT SEEMS printed a Welsh
word which he said was one "without a vowel". Naturally the frequent use of w's and y's In Welsh
words puzzles people. The word
Hix quoted was "crwth" - the
Welsh name for the violin, a very
early form of which originated In
Wales. If you pronounce the c as
k, the w as 001 and the "th" thing,
you have krooth, which ill quite
easy to say.

* *

*

"Y AND WARE ALWAYS VOWels in Welsh-the w is oo as In
soon and the y Is either like I In
lllt or u In sup. The single f In
Welsh Is like the English v; the
equivalent of the English f Is ff.
In spite of Its rather fearsome aspect to some people, Welsh is really
easy to pronounce, with the exception perhaps of two sounds-the
guttural ch and the double 1, which
Is an aspirated l. One puts the
tongue In a position to say l and
blows down the side in order to
articulate it. It may also be approximated by saying kl as in the
Scottish word clan, which means
virtually the same thing as the
Welsh word llan. Welsh has iieven
vowels and is purely phonetic.
With the one exception of y, the
letters of the alphabet have one
sound only, and the accent always
comes on the penultimate syllable.
When I look at words like Sczcys
and Mieczyslaw in other languages
I am not inclined to an apologetic
for the aspect of Welsh words,
whose pronounclation is perfectly
simple after anyone has learned
the sound of each letter in the alphabet,

* * *

''NOW TRY TO PRONOUNCE
this Wel11h word-Dwygyfylcbi!"

*

* *

MODERN COLLEGE YOUTH
are often said to be cold, hardboiled and cynical, but every once
in a while something occurs that
knocks that idea into a cocked hat.
It was observed that this year, for
instance, St. Valentine's day was
observed on the University campus
In quite the old-fashioned manner.
The boys sent valentlne11 to their
girls, just about as their fathers
sent valentines to their girls long
ago, and they were pretty much
the same sort of valentines, too,
tender and sentimental, some of
them & bit gushy, perhaps, but 111dlcatlng that the tender grace of
a day that is dead has not vanished from the earth.

i

•

WAR'S GLAMOROUS ~PECTS move I make, on every action and
-if war has any such aspects- every word spoken? Why do you
were not mentioned in a letter look so disapprovin&"IY at me when
the Civil war by
.
Louis Harwood to there is the least change m my
his sister Etta, routine? Yes you rascal you are
who became A. a true friend, but I wish you
N.
C o o Pe r ' s wouldn't idolize me so, you make it
i' rand moth er. so hard for me to dll!lregard you.
The letter, writ- You bum, I wish I could forget
ten at Camp Mc- that first night I brought you
Clernand Febru- home, determined that your place
ary 9, 1862, has wal!I in a nice cozy bed in the basebeen kept through ment, but you voiced your dlsapthe years in Mr. proval so strongly that I had to
Cooper's family. make two trips down the baseT he paper on ment and spank you good and
which it is writ- hard, but without any success, but
ten ii somewhat the third time I went determined
browned with age, that this time you should get a real
but otherwise is beating so you would know once
Daviea.
in good condi- and for all that your place was
tion, and thfl ink is still a perfect down in the basement.
black.
"BUT WHEN I OPENED THE
WHEN THE LETTER WAS basement door and saw your tiny
written the war wu lea than a little body lying on the top step
year old, and the latter contain• no with your cold nose 1nuggled bedescriptions of battles, but was ev- tween your front paws, with tears
idently intended chiefly to convey rolling down your cheeks and
·to the writer's sister information moaning like your heart would
a.a to his health and that of break, Then the victory was all
"Charles," clearly Etta's husband, yours. I was beaten, for then you
who wu down with meaal•. The struck the inner chord of my
latter says:
heart, and stooping down I picked
"The health ot the regiment at YoU up in my arm11, carried you
present is very poor, There u:e into the bedroom, took a nice soft
about 60 in the hospital, and abo\lt pillow, put it in a baaket and covone-fifth of the entire number who ered it partly over with a cayuse
are unfit for duty." Harwood blanket and placed you into this
writes that for some time ha has cave, and placed the ba1ket close
averaged but three hours' sleep a to my bed so I could reach down
day.
and put my hand on your tiny
head. From then on you never let
A FEW DAYS EARLIER FORT a yelp out of you and it's been your
Henry had been taken by the oom- bed ever since. And ever eince then
blned efforts of Grant's land forces you have been the boss.
and Foote's gunboats. Grant was
stlll an obscure commander, bat he
"ALL DAY LONG YOU PICK
was presently to increue his repu- your own spots to sleep, it may be
tation by the capture of Fort Don- on top of one desk and maybe on
elson. The letter says:
top of another and sometime on
"News is scarce, and I am too top of the desk where I keep your
sleepy to write what little there is. blanket, and if you choose maybe
I aent father an extra of the Cairo on to~of the counter or on the e,i:paper containini' an aecount of the tra elllr in my office, but no matbattle at Fort Henry, which plaoe ter, it's all yours and you have
wu taken by the forou that left everyone's approval, they all Mke
here, and that ~oount ii! more you, you lueky dor.
specific than I could pen if I
should try. I have seen the &"Un- "! PARKY, I WIBK YOU
boats aince they returned, and I wouldn't have 10 much faith In
aasure you the rebels left their me. I am only human and I might
marks upon them. One of them faU you 1ome day. But you believe
had unfurlea beneath the Stars that I can heal all your ma, even
and stripea the Stars and Bara, when you let the cars hit you and
that formerly waved proudly over you look like dead. Then those half
Fort Henry. It wu a beautiful closed eye1 of yours look pleadlngfla(. Troops for the last week have ty into mine as if to 1ay, 'I know
been almost constantly arrlvini bf' you can help me.' Well 10 far all
sail and embarkin&' for some point has been well, hasn't UT You might
above upon the Ohio. There was u well tell me because I even bealso a large number came down Uave you oan talk. I know you
the Mississippi and went up the understand everything that is
Ohio. We shall undoubtedly hear spoken, you even know hours
of other battlu soon. It worries ahead when you are to be left
Charlie some to think he cannot alone then you are in an agony all
have a hand in the &'&me, but be evening. Tell me, puppy, why do
bears it very well. I presume we you snuggler you, and why do you
11hall have all the flghtins w• bava to me that 20 houra a day Is a lon
any anxiety for yet."
time, but I &'\less you know bes
you aurgler yonu, and why do yo
ANYONE WHO OWNS AND come witll such a bang and snu
loves a dog especially if he hu gle down on my arm when I try t
had the re11pon11lbillty of training steal a few winks on the davenit from puppyhood, will appreciate port?
this addreBB to hi• dog- wrltte11. by
'Yes Sparky you have been with
C. O. Tverberi:
me a long time but I guess I don't
TO JKY DOG.
know a thing about you yet, ~t
....,.arky, yov. rascal. WlJ¥ should after
.,,, all you are my puppy, aren t
your whole life depend on every you ,

*
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YEARS AGO, WHEN ONLY INdians and wild animals roamed
this section of the northwest,
there existed in the eastern part
of what ls now
Marshall county,
Minnesota, great
areas of marsh
land which was
always saturated,
and in most seasons completely
covered with
w a t e r. Settlers
came to the vicinity and took up
the drier 1 an d
near the swamps.
Presently th e r e
began the drai?Davtea
age era, and big
ditches were constructed to carry off the water.
Some of the swamps were partially and others completely dried.
Thief lake, a body of considerable
size, was drained. Most of the
land which had been flooded was
put to agricultural use.

turn of goldfinchea from the south,
but George Aase, who lives on the
Minnesota side of the river near
the Riverside Park dam, reports
the appearance of several of these
birds at his home, Mr. Aase was
not certain of the species. of the
birds, but in a telephone call described them aa resembling canariea, being a sort of bronze rather
than a bright yellow in color. We
have in this territory in the summer two birds which are often
miscalled canaries. One is the yellow warbler, which is a light yellow, and the other is the goldfinch,
whose yellow is tinged with bronze.
Mr. Aase says that there were
seven or eight of the birds, presumably finches, around hia premises last summer, and a few days
ago he was surprised to see about
five similar birds making themselves at home. Thus far we have
had no weather which would be
thought likely to tempt such birds
so far south, but it is possible that
tornadoes and heavY rains in the
*
southern states have driven the
THEN CAME THE DROUTH. birds from their usual winter quarThe process which man had start- ter8.
ed was completed by nature, and
land that had once been too wet
MENTION HAS BEEN MADE,
became too dry for any use. Some too, of the unusual number of snow
of it burned up, as it consisted of birds visible from the highway bepeat, in which fires, once started, tween Grand Forks and Fargo.
could not be extinguished. Wild These, of course, are winter birds,
fowl, millions of which had inhabit- which usually appear in large
ed the area vanished, as did other flocks. A familiar theory is that
species of game that had frequent- their appearance indicates aped it.
proaching snow.

* *

* * *

* *

* RUNNING
THE EFFECT OF
the water off not having been
completely satisfactory, the process
was reversed, and dams were built
to hold the water back. Thief lake
was re-established, and dried-up
rivers again contained water. Nature took a hand again, and last
year deluged the district with rain,
so that many of the farmers had
to wade in water to save part of
their crops.

* *

*

NOW VIGOROUS PROTESTS
against the water-restoration program are being made, and there is
conflict between conservationists
and sportsmen and certain of the
land owners in the affected territory. Long letters are appearing
in newspapers of the vicinity, some
opposing and some defending the
conservation program. Opponents
say that the local people have the
right to say what shall be done
with the water in the territory in
which they are interested, and they
denounce outsiders for dipping into local affairs which do not concern. Friends of the conservation
program hold that questions of
:water supply and of game preservation are involved in the question
that reach far beyond the boundaries of local interests, and that
their program is intended merely
to, restore in part conditions created by nature which ought not to
have been changed in the first
place. So the war goea on.

* * *

HOW MUCH IS A DOLLAR
worth? Once it represented about
23 grains of gold. Now it represents only two-thirds of that
quantity, and we can't get any
gold at all for it. How long ls an
inch? There is a bill before congress which would shorten the
inch, based on the conviction of
the Bureau of Standards that the
~erican inch is too long. To most
of us an inch has been just an
inch, but it seems there are inches
and inches. The British inch is
25.39996 milimeters long, while
the American inch is 25,40005 milimeters, which the bureau officials
say is too long. They propose to
knock off the odd millionths and
make the measurement flat 25.4
milimetera.

* *

*

DR. BRIGGS, OF THE BURr
eau, says the difference between
the American and British inch is
intolerable, but if the bill passes
there will still be a difference of
4 millionths. Are the British expected to lengthen their inch that
much. Dr. Briggs says that the
proposed change will not affect
industry in any way. One of the
most precise measurements used in
industry, he says, is that of the
wrist pin in the piston of an automobile engine. Ill the measurement of that diameter the practice is to allow & margin of one- _
ten-thousandth of on inch for error. The proposed change amounts
*
to only two milUonths of an inch,
THE TH IR D WEEK IN which couldn't be noticed on the
February ta pretty early for the re- end of the average nose.

*

*

IN A RECENT lSSUE OF THE
New York Times appeared a portrait of Miss Mildred Natwick,
. garbed in the costume of a bygone
generation as she
1 appears
in Maxwell
Anderson's
play "The Star
Wagon,"
which
is now running
at the Empire
theater in New
York. Miss Nat: wick is a sister
of Miss Tilda R.
Natwick, of the
U n i v e r s i t y of
North Dakota.

* *

*

EVERYONE
who has had
Davies.
even slight experience in flower gardening knows
the ice plant - Mesembryanthemum, if you want to be technical
-the spreading little plant that
grows much like the portulacca,
but which is covered with tiny
vescicles filled with water, so that
it appears as if encased in ice.
The plant has small blossoms in
various colors, and in a proper
setting it makes an attractive appearance.

* * *

I WAS SURPRISED TO READ
somewhere that this tiny plant, so
frail in appearance, is being used
extensively for a task which one
I would suppose requires toughness
and ruggedness, that of protecting
exposed hillsides from erosion.
Where the land is not useful either for cultivation or for pasture,
but it is desired to protect it from
washing in heavy rains, cuttings
of ice plant are set out, and the
growing plants soon form a mat
which is proof against both wind
and rain. I find that the ice plant
has long been of practical service
in another field, as its ashes are
used in making certain types of
glass.
1

PAUL ONSTAD, WHO IS STILL
in the grocery business in a large
way, got into it a good many years
ago, when prunes came in barrels. Packed in that way more or
less air got among them and dried
them out and some of the sugar
which they contained was deposited on the outside of the fruit. That
did no harm, but it made the
prunes look mouldy and customers
didn't like it. Paul's employer
knew a way to fix that. He had
the prunes dumped out and separated and the boys rolled each
prune between their hands with a
little olive oil. That took off the
mouldy appearance, freshened and
brightened them, and did nobody
any harm.

* * *

THAT GOT ME TO REMINIScing about my own clerking days
when we got our dried currants
just as they came from Greece, in
large casks. The currants would
have become a solid mass, making
it impossible to dig them out. Instead the practice was to knock
the staves off the cask, strip off
the staves and leave the currants
standing there. The pass was then
attacked with shovels. Small quantities would be shoveled onto
large canvas, broken up and then
sprinkled with a mixture of vinegar and molasses. Then two of us,
one at each end, took the canvas
by the corners and rolled the currants back and forth until each
had received a slight coating of
the mixture, which improved their
appearance greatly. Perhaps in
these days that would have been
called adulteration, but it couldn't
have been, for the boss was a devout church member.

* * *

YESTERDAY I MADE SOME
reference to the controversy that
is in progress over in Minnesota
over what shall be done about
water, one group advocating dams
to hold it where it is and another
*
insisting on ditches to carry it off.
FRED ORTH, OF THE FIRST Such controversies are not conNational Bank in Grand Forks, fined to this locality. At the wild
wasn't always a banker. In his life conference held at Baltimore
youth he was a grocery clerk, and last week there was violent disone of his jobs, which still makes agreement over the problem of
his muscles ache whenever he mosquito control. Representatives
thinks of it, was to pump molasses of the public health service advoon a bitter cold day. The molasses cated continuance of the present
came in barrels, and a pump op- methods of control, namely, conerated by a crank was used to de- .;truction of ditches for drainage,
liver it into the customer's contain- and killing of larvae by the use of
er. That was all right in warm heavy oil. Conservationists and
weather, but in cold weather, if sportsmen said that this method
the molasses was kept in a cold was destroying wild life, and they
place, as it was, usually, the stuff insisted that instead of destroying
became about of the consistency of,. mosquitoes the ditches cause . them
chewing gum, and to pump five to multiply because in hot, dry
gallons of it into a farmer's can weather, they contain pools of
was a job for Hercules.
stagnant water.

* *

THE CALL FOR INFORMA'tion about the song "Sweet Sum{ mer's Gone Away" has brought
many responses. J. G. Kane, of
R u s s e 11, w h o
made the original inquiry, writes
that he has received a copy of
the song from
an unknown
correspondent.
Fred
McKinnis,
of Emerado, has
written the music from memory, and I am
sending his score
to Mr. Kane. Mr.
McKinnis s a y s
he is not sure
Davies
how near correct
his notes are. I find that they
vary considerably from the notes
published in · the book borrowed
from Mrs. Hicks.

* * *

I DO NOT RECALL THAT I
ever heard this song, yet it seems
' to have been familiar to widely
separated school children a generation ago. Mrs. Hicks sang it in
her childhood school days in
Maine. Mr. McKinnis sang it in
1893 in district school No. 86, near
York, Neb. I have received copies
from persons who, I am sure, never attended school in either Maine
or Nebraska. When the song was
being sung in so many widely separated places, why didn't I hear it?

* * *

A RADIO ANNOUNCER, COMmenting the other evening on the
new crises in European affairs, referred to · the meeting of the British cabinet at "No. 11 Downing
street." That didn't sound right to
me. I never attended a meeting of
the British cabinet, but I have
often seen No. 10 Downing street
mentioned as the place where such
meetings are held. When the radio announcement came I thought
perhaps the prime minister had
moved. However, I find from
numerous press dispatches that he
is still doing business at the old
stand. So if any of you have occasion to call on him, remember that
No. 10 is the number.

*

* *

THE WORLD CENTER FOR
Women's Archives, which has its
offices at the Biltmore hotel, New
York City, is collecting information pertaining to women's con-

tributions to the world's work during past generations. It wishes to
obtain information from all possible sources concerning the lives
and activities of women in relation to the great events of American history. In a circular just issued the association asks:

* *

* BECAME, WE
WHATEVER
wonder, of the archives of Catherine Macauley, as brilliant a sup
porter of the American cause a
Edmund Burke, whom Washington honored as he honored Lafayette, with a presentation of one of
the two original copies of the Bill
of Rights? Or what became of the
records of Elizabeth Mallet, the
founder in England in 1702 of the
first newspaper in the English
language? Or of Sara Josepha
Hale, editor of Godey's Lady's
Book, and originator of the national observance of Thanksgiving? Or of Ellza Pickney of North
Carolina, loyal patriot, economist
and manager of several planta
tions in a land in the making? 01
of the colorful "Oklahoma Kate"
sheriff, nemesis of horse-thieves,
who gave the last years of her life
to a staunch protection of Indians'
lands? Or of Belle Starr, the beautiful and dashing Confederate spy?
Or of Anna Ella Carroll, who, the
government now admits, actually
laid out the plans of the Tennessee Valley campaign in the Civil
war? Or of Phoebe Hearst, the
young school teacher, who shared
with her husband the hardships of
the frontier from Missouri to California and became a pioneer for
education in the Great West? Or
of Mrs. John Jay of New York,
beautiful, gifted, who played a notable part in the making of a nation?

* * *

WE ARE ALL ACQUAINTED
with some notable names in the
history of the northwest. Most of
them are the names of men. Of
course the Indian woman, Sakakawea has become a historic figure,
and her history is fairly well
known. But we have heard little
about the women of northwestern
fur-trading and homesteading days,
an dthere must have been some
splendid characters among them.
Perhaps their field of activity was
not such as to invest them with
national importance, but there
may be some who would measure
up satisfactorily with any of the
men whose names are well known.

A COPY Qll' THE WINNIPEG
Free Press of last August reaches
me tn a roundabout manner, having been sent all the way back
from Florida by
J. H. Gr If f I n,
who is always on
th e watch f o r
anything that be
thinks will interest readers of
the Herald. The
principal article
c o n • i s t s of a
series of letters
written in 1811
by Miles Macdo n a 1 d
from
York Factory,
Hudson's bay, to
Lord Selkirk, the
Scottish n ob 1 eman whose colony migrated in
tbat year from Scotland to the
northwest.

* * *

MACDONALD, WHO WAS IN
charge of the expedition, wrote bis
employer of the progress that had
been made and of the preparations that were being made for
ascent of the Nelson river, Lake
Winnipeg and the Red river to the
settlement near Pembina, where
the first colony was subsequently
planted. The letters were written
in October and November, 1811,
while the immigrants were preparing for what was to be a long
and difficult winter. Boats were
to be built for navigating the Nelson early the next summer, also a
ship to carry the party up Lake
Winnipeg.

*

*

*

their way to Churchill met 1~eral
delegates to that gathering. One
had been born in Africa, of white
parents-and had 1pent most of
his life there. While he was enjoying the journey, he was anxious
to get back home. It was something of a novelty to meet In that
remote northern region of Amerlca a cultured gentleman who
looked with affection on Africa
as bis home because it was not
native land.

*

* *

*

*

THE FREE PRESS OF THAT
date contains & column by Frank
Williams, the paper's regular
columnist, who has this bit about
the old-time square dances which
are still danced seriously in outof-the-way places, but which are
more often burlesques by those
who consider themselves aophisticated:

*

"I NEVER WAS ABLE TO
master the intricacies of the oldtime square dances, much as I
admire them. I have tried hard, on
many occasions, but my feet and
brain never seemed able to work
out a set of uniform signals, and
I became the despair of the calleroff. The square dance never lost
its popularity and of recent years
many of the youngsters have adopted it for diversion and, as a
consequence, It i,s staging & mild
comeback.
"But where will they obtain the
expert "callers-off" of other days?
A caller-off, like a baseball star,
was born, not made. Many of them
were 10 expert in this diversion
they evolved a technique of their
own. It is certain many of them
devised new calls, some of them
showing a touch of poetic genius.
"A devotee of the square dance
forwarded to me the song of a
caller at a dance at Chipewyan
In 1910, contained In a book of folk
songs gathered by Agnes Dean
Cameron.

REFERRING TO THE WEAther one of the letters says:
"Last winter was the severest
ever known In these parts. Game
disappeared and many of the Improvident natives perished through
cold and want. The thermometer
was at 491h degrees below O. It
is well that It is past and to be
hoped this may be a mild one.
We have had the thermometer al- Salute your ladies! All together!
ready at 8 and 9 degrees below 0,
Ladies opposite the sam~
two succeeding nights, and we Hit the lumber with yer leathers,
have now snow on the ground. It
Balance all and swing your
ls therefore time for those that
dame.
are without houses to begin Bunch the moose-cows · in the
buildl~g."
middle,
Circle stags and do-al-do,
*
MACDONALD COMPLAINS Pay attention to the fiddle!
that the axes brought from EngSwing her round and off you go!
land were badly tempered, the
edge of one having broken in cut- First four forward!
Back to
Ung a soft poplar stick. He thinks
places!
that the English artisans do not
Second faller-shuffle back!
understand tempering tools for Now you've got it' down to casescold climates. Information had
Swing 'em till their back teeth
been received of a great inundacrack.
tlon which. had flooded the Pem- Gent all right a-hell and toeing! ,
bin& river valley the preceding
Swing 'em, kiss 'em if you kin!
spring. The river was four miles On to next and keep &going,
wide, a condition which w~ unTill you hit your pards agin,
known to the Ihdians up to that
time.
Gents to the centre, ladies round

* *

*

* *

* * *

'em,

ANOTHER ARTICLE IN THE Form & basket, balance all!
paper tells of the journey of Catha- Whirl your girls to where you
lie prelates last suJDDJ.er to Fort
found 'em,
Chesterfield, a little dot on the
Promenade around the hall!
map some 200 miles , north of Balance to your pards and trot
Churchill, to celebrate the 2l5th
'em.
anniversary of the founding of the
Round the circle, double-quick!
first Roman Catholic mission on Grab and kiss 'em while you got
the west coast of Hudson's bay.
'em,
A party of Grand Forks men on
Hold 'em to it, they won't kick!

- ~

ENGLAND EXPECTS EVERY cy, which is that of complete and
Man to do His Duty - By Quincy undisguised isolation.
Howe. Simon & Schuster.
This book, which comes to the
IN THE OPENING PARAdesk for review,
graph of this article reference was
inspires mingled
made to Mr. Howe's selection of
feelings of adfacts. That reference should be
miration and immodified. Apparently no great
patience
adcare in selection was necessary.
miration for the
Facts taken wherever they could
ingenuity w i th
be found, facts of all kinds, have
which the author
been twisted to serve the author's
has selected and
purpose. Lord Canning made a
fitted facts to
suggestion which resulted in the
fit the concluAmerican Monroe doctrine. Theresions to which he
fore in adhering to the Monroe
was already comdoctrine the United States has
mitted, and impa- ·
been playing the British game.
tience with the
Captain Liddell-Hart, an eminent
obvious assumpBritish military critic, wrote arttion that the
icles for The New York Times
reader will acDavies
. views of the strategy
giving his
cept as valid the theory that for and tactics of the Ethiopian war,
more than a century British poli-· therefore The New York Times is
cy has uniformly been directed to engaged in spreading British prClthe task of making the United paganda. American tourists in
States subservient to British inter- England visit the tomb of Shakesests, and that during the same pe- peare-another instance of slavish
riod, and especially during all the American subservience.
P!esent . century, American political and business leaders, and to a
THERE IS AN ORGANIZAlarge extent the American public,
have either selfishly · or stupidly tion known as the English-speaking union which has societies in
followed the British lead.
both _Great Britain and the United States. Its declared purpose is:
1. To draw together in the bond
AS MAY .BE INFERRED FROM
of
comradeship the English-speakits title, the book is intended to
, support the thesis that the consis- ing people of the world. 2. To
tent aim of British policy is to strengthen the friendly relationinvolve the United States in rela- ship between the people of the
tions which will support the shak- United States and of the British
(A)
Disseminating
ing structure of the British em- empire by
pire and which will be distinctly knowledge of each to the other,
.:njurious to the United States. and (B) Inspiring reverence for
With that conviction firmly fixed their common institutions."
in his mind and that purpose in
view Mr. Howe has filled his book
THIS ORGANIZATION, ACwith a recital of incidents, often cording to Mr. Howe, "is nothing
colored to suit his purpose, and more or less than the spearhead of
each, in his opinion, buttressing England's cultural drive on the
the opinion which he has already United States." Evidence of the
formed, the whole dissertation sinister purposes of this organizaleading to this outline of what he tion are found in the fact that its
believes should be American poli- activities "include hospitality to

* * *

* * *

* * *

* * *

·Overseas travelers, forums · of discussion, interchange of secondary
schoolteachers, scholarships, special lunch_eons and dinners, co-operation with other organizations
in entertaining visitors, intelligent
travel service, friendly personal
contacts 1 and interchange of gifts
and messages between cities and
towns in Great Britain and their
namesakes in the New World.''

·* * *

THIS ORGANIZATION, BENT
in /corrupting the American people, has been officered in London
by several prominent British politicians, and the shocking thing is
that among its members are or ·
have been such Americans as the
late Frank B. Kellogg, former secretary of state, General Harbord,
several Morgan ass.o ciates, and
George E. Vincei;it, former president of the . University of Minnesota and of the Rockefeller Foundation. These . are some of the men
who are propagandizing the Unit•
ed States in the interest of Great
Britain.

*

*

*

IN HEWING TO THE LINE
which he has marked out Mr.
Howe is indifferent as to where
the chips may fall. P~~esidents Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, Hoover
and Roosevelt are all described as
having contributed to the success
of the British program. The author's conclusion is that the United
States should abandon the Philippines, Hawaii and Porto Rico,
keep its army and navy at home,
make neutrality mandatory, pro- ·
hibit all trade with any warring
power, and see to it that no American goods of any kind reach a
belligerent through a neutral power, permit no loans to any warring
government, and give no protec~
tion to American property, American lives or American shipping in
any war zone. In this way only,
thinks the author, can we be free
from the menace of British influence.

